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 Download Legend Online(Classic) for Android | 3.6 MBLegend Online for android is a turn-based fantasy strategy RPG game,
the action is brought to life in more than 100 levels full of diverse content and exciting battles! Players can take on the role of a
young adventurer who must establish his own kingdom. The action of the game is brought to life in more than 100 levels full of

diverse content and exciting battles! Choose between 7 classes (each with its own unique abilities), and equip and level up a
wide range of unique items.Features:* More than 100 levels with increasing difficulty* Open a town, choose the best buildings
and decorate your house* Explore ancient civilizations in dozens of different areas* Explore dungeons and secret places* Duel
and fight in a variety of different arenas* Equip your heroes with different kinds of items and weapons* Battle against stronger

enemies using powerful combos* Battle against stronger enemies using powerful combos* Fight against strong and well-
equipped opponents with multiple armor types* Fight against strong and well-equipped opponents with multiple armor types*
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